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Completing the Zalmoxis Initiations you are at the cusp of Earth’s
spiritual initiations. The next step is the recognising of who you really
are and where are you coming from, leading you to the supreme Truth!
This knowledge is thousand years old but carefully hidden by those that
always ruled the Physical Plane because this knowledge leads to the end
of Darkness. It does not appear only to Dacians-Thracians but in many
spiritual systems that today are “inexplicably” lost.
Jesus was born in an Essene community, which shared the exact same
knowledge. Esenians were profoundly spiritual ascetics and their
spiritual life was based on Initiations. The precious spiritual texts written
on scrolls were kept safe from being destroyed when Esenians were
hunted for their spiritual views, and now are hidden at the Vatican,
which keeps most of the important spiritual texts of the world away
from the public eye. Religious censorship available from centuries, but
strangely everybody seems to mandate Church as spiritual, not
suspecting its occult interests.
Zoroastrianism, based also on Initiations was destroyed by the
instrumentality of one of the preeminent Christians at their time:
Alexander Macedon and all significant spiritual texts disappeared. And
the list could go on. All that in the name of God? But you already know
what kind a God is it.
In the True Creation every Spirit is connected to The Infinite Source and
also connected to each other. There is no hierarchy as one might think
and nor separation or any kind of difference from Spirit to Spirit or to
Infinite Creator and all is Infinite Love. This state of fact is currently
available even here in this False Creation, this falsehood being nothing
but an isolation from the True Creation in the Minds of its subjects and a
materialisation of an Evil Creation that is dark tumour in True Creation.
If someone has the courage to go to the depths of Darkness then it is
possible to see where it leads. It could have the surprise that advancing
to the very centre of Darkness and getting through it, darkness will
become to be more and more inconsistent, until eventually will get out
on other side of True Creation!
Trying to do the same on the different angle you’ll discover that the
phenomenon itself is repeating! It’s like a black cloud on the Infinite
Love, a cloud of dense energies that goes to the matter density.

The Usurpers created a False Creation, which has all the inverted
attributes of the True Creation. Definitely not to be awarded for
originality, but this False Creation is just an incident into the Infinite
Creation, incident that is currently on correction. A terribly stupid idea,
since willingness to be opposed to Infinite will have no other alternative
than the finite and the impossibility of existence! This is the unfortunate
fate of this aberration.
Every True Spirit trapped here is manifesting simultaneously also in the
True Creation, as long as its connection is not interrupted by its own
decision. Darkness delusion is the programming of separation that make
you cease your powers to somewhat outside you! The subtlety of this
hoax is to make you believe that you are separated and eventually
alone! Trapped Spirits aren’t aware of the Infinite power they have!
They were dragged into this delusion and formally believe it, especially
lacking other knowledge.
Darkness involved lots of Evil mechanics to maintain this delusion
because otherwise it could crumble in seconds - it just depends of your
lack of awareness! We are all connected to the Infinite Mind but
Darkness hided that knowledge from you, and created instead the
Human Mind and tell you to rely on - another aberration meant to keep
you away of using the Infinite Mind. Human mind is a mechanism that
chaotically functions linking any type of information that receives in a
random way. Of course it could be programmed, and focused on
negative things - a controller’s speciality. And once programmed it have
a fanatical tendency of preserving any kind of programming.
To reach the Infinite Mind is enough to get rid of the Human Mind. This
can be done through meditation and is the best way to get in
connection with The Infinite from inside this dark matter blockade. One
of the obstacles is the Human Mind with its multiple programming. But
through discipline and meditation you could override it.
True Spirit trapped in here face all the delusions created by Darkness
without any suspicion Darkness activity and methods. Everything is evil
crafted in the False Creation to create the illusions of separation,
difference or superiority, from the separation of True Spirits in manwoman to separation based on skin colour, nations, education, religion,
economics, and so on. All of these separations have the same goal:
Divide et Impera – the beloved Darkness principle of an evil empire that

served darkness extremely well – Roman Empire. Please be aware that
everything in this world is based and founded by separation and each
side has the arrogance to be better. Everything has to have an opponent
and even an entire philosophy is trying to argue this aberration. Duality
started when Evil Minds separated from The Infinite.
Darkness is not the absence of Infinite Love - a favourite Darkness
speculation. It is nothing but an abuse forced upon some Spirits that
never suspect anything, and truly never experienced anything else but
Infinite Love. False Creation is based on hiding The Truth and could
operate only as a resultant of this induced ignorance.
The paradox is that Darkness needs Infinite Love and it is using it from
the start. It’s ironic that it needs exactly what it hates most, but
Darkness and its minions are turned themselves into parasites by their
self disconnection from the true Source and desperately needs an
energy to exist. They can’t draw it directly from The Source as its
antagonism is irreconcilable! Every entity needs True Source energies in
order to function, because darkness cannot sustain anything except hate
and death. Separating themselves from the True Source, The Usurpers
faced their total lack of sustainability. I believe that in that moment they
realised that their antagonism is doomed. The Usurpers surely believed
in their vanity that they can also create as Infinite Creator did. But they
didn’t saw that coming: opposition means opposite attributes.
Usurpers started to steal what they cannot create, and to cut the story
short, here we are in the Malevolent Creation, most of us heavily
harvested and devoured.
The stake is your True Heart that connects you with The True Creation
and The Infinite Creator. Losing True Hart means disconnecting from
The Source, but that never can be done without your consent. Watch
out, Darkness is using all kinds of manipulation in order to have your
consent. Envy, vanity, lies, jealousy, etc. are standards here and are
permanently enforced against you.
Everyone that lost their True Light will be further manipulated by
Darkness and their emotional energies will be further squeezed – it will
be forever a slave! That is no way back! Reptilian beings, controllers of
the physical plane are feeding with lower emotional energies, because
that is their maximum frequency they can stand. The purpose of
controlled media is spreading fear and hatred, crimes and horrible

accidents, catastrophic mass events and deaths, sport events where
immense emotional energies are involved and even wars – all of which
generates tremendous amounts of low emotional energies that feed
reptilians. And they are permanently harvesting.
The mechanisms of Darkness are complex to decipher and this might
lead you to know that was the result of a higher intelligence. Indeed a
higher intelligence is involved, but a malevolent intelligence that draws
its power from every one of you while you don’t have any idea of what’s
really happening.
The important Darkness principle of management of its Evil Creation is
programming. Everything in the Evil Creation is functioning by
programming. Planets are programmed to rotate, seasons to succeed,
plants to blossom and to fructify, animals to mate, and above this stands
humans which shows a different type of programming and then think
that they are superior. One of most evil programming is the man-woman
programming to behave in total opposition of each other, in order to
create constant tensions meant to generate huge amounts of negative
emotional energy.
Darkness work in pyramidal scheme: Archons that originates the
Malevolent Creation rules through their minions. Every one of them is
programmed and has a limited degree of dominance over the next
below! And everyone below is heavily programmed to obey the
immediate upper echelons. Everything on this planet functions like this
and human activity is based on this. Mineral reign feeds the Vegetal
reign, that feeds the Animal reign, that feeds the Human reign. Humans
are feeding reptilians, reptilians are feeding Gods, Gods are feeding
Demiurges, Demiurges feed Archons. This kind of programming
legitimise anyone along this chain as superior to reigns below and
therefore justifies any abuses as a natural right. Killing innocent animals
for meat consumption - reptilian mentality - was imposed to annihilate
empathy that is a manifestation of True Spirit. And a source of painfully
low energy that suits them well. Many people never suspected that
animals have Spirit also, and consuming meat is one of the most
spiritual degrading acts.
Gods are Anunnaki high rank entities that feed on your spiritual energies
that you are deliberately giving away. You have been taught to pray,
didn’t you? You were taught to be a slave that continuously sends

energies to its master. All systems that Darkness imposed on this planet
are making you the perfect slave, using your energies to perpetrate the
slavery! Keep in mind that you are programmed to reject any
information like this, and generally any information that contains Truth!
For thousands of years you were feeding and bow to Anunnaki – the socalled Gods that appeared through history to Mayans, Egyptians and
other cultures, the real malefic administrators of the Planet Earth. The
pyramids found all over the planet are nothing but Anunnaki marks of
their pyramidal organisation.
Darkness is a parasite in the True Creation and is relying on limited
resources and that resource is you. This is why it is perpetually
obsessed to steal True Light from its hostages and eventually expand.
The Infinite Creator stopped the expansion and all the measures to
disable Darkness were put in motion long ago, but because of the
illusion of called Time it might seem somehow that things are stalling.
The Infinite Creator could instantly delete this aberration, but is
concerned about the fate of all the True Spirits captured in this Darkness
coup. The rescue mission became more important and indeed worked
well until now. The safe extraction of Pure Spirits from the Malevolent
Creation is about to finish. Just a very few True Spirits were born here in
the last 10-12 years and soon all the True Spirits will be evacuated. That
will be the total collapse of Darkness consuming its last energies in a
chaotic and dramatic end that none of the True Spirits will witness. It
will be a total explosion of evil all around a planet that will be physically
collapsing.
Darkness obsession of perpetrating is now stronger than ever as
resources are severely drained. It will act more and more aggressive
trying to squeeze any kind of energy. It is very important for you to
avoid delusions in order to keep your True Light. What is further be
happening will be more aggressive as long as Anunnaki will lose control.
Some of them already know this and desperately see how Darkness is
fading away. This is the decision of Infinite Creator in order that too
many innocent Spirits have been lost forever in the machinations of
Darkness. The process is about to take the final stage and nothing can
be done, no matter what convulsions Darkness will create.
Darkness is obsessed by the concern that your knowledge and energies
could someday help you override the evil programming. Even during
your sleep time – another evil is imposed - you are diabolically

programmed to remain in the material world in order not to escape from
this prison. While dreaming, you often experience stupid scenarios and
intense emotions – another evil way to harvest energies from you. In
other ways you are forced to feed the Evil Creation.
Let’s get to the practical side now. The initiation this time is different
than other Zalmoxis – Sokaisi initiations that you received.
You have to go to the Centre of the True Heart of the Infinite Creator
and ask to be initiated in Infinite Love until the process will be complete.
You can repeat the process as many times as you feel that is needed.
Until you will be deeply in compliance with Infinite Love. In fact Infinite
Love is the very nature of you and it shouldn’t need an initiation to use
Infinite Love, because is your nature. But the many successive
incarnations, programming, materialistic patterns and using evil Human
Mind altered you. That’s why you needed a complex process of
initiations that can lead you to realise who you really are!
Infinite Love is the only thing that exposes and unmasks Darkness! This
is why Darkness hates everyone that carries Infinite Love in their True
Heart!
I recommend to use Infinite Love more often than any previous of your
initiations. Sokaisi and Zalmoxis Initiations are the systems that lead you
reach back your true essence – Infinite Love. Darkness creatures can’t
stand Infinite Love. Darkness Evil Creation also can’t stand Infinite Love.

Concentrate Infinite Love into Darkness and all darkness assets until it
will be Infinite Love, to the infinity!

Darkness isolated from Infinite Love from the exterior but never thought
that it would ever come from the inside!

This is the end of Darkness!You could find more developing initiations,
and the next one is:
True Creator
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